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Abstract
Cellular foams are widely employed as insulation materials, both thermal and
acoustic, often in competition with traditional fibrous insulation material, e.g., rock
wool. As for the acoustic and thermal properties, several models have been developed to predict acoustic properties of poroelastic materials, but they are usually
applied to fibrous layers or polyurethane foams, whereas their application to new
materials like complex cellular foams has not been assessed due to the different cell
microstructures. There is a very strong interest both in industrial and academic in
developing novel insulation materials; accordingly, the possibility of ideally designing the cellular foam microstructure to achieve desired acoustic performances
appears a highly attractive target. The paper will first discuss the state-of-the-art
acoustic and thermal models and their application to cellular foam materials. Then
a novel sustainable alginate-based foam material will be analyzed as a case study, by
focusing the aspects related to their microstructure and acoustic properties. For the
derivation of an acoustic model, the determination of the parameters of JohnsonChampoux-Allard (JCA) acoustic model (tortuosity, viscous characteristic length,
thermal characteristic length, porosity, and flow resistivity) was performed using
five different forecasting methods, including traditional analytical model for
fibrous materials as well as inverse procedure.
Keywords: sustainable cellular foam, acoustic properties of foams,
thermal properties of foams, JCA acoustic model, TMM acoustic model,
alginate foams

1. Introduction
Synthetic cellular foam materials have been developed in the late 1940s of the
last century, whereas mass production of polymeric, mostly polyurethane, foams
started a decade later [1]. There is a large variety of application of these materials,
ranging from lightweight structures to insulation, thermal, acoustical, filtering
applications, etc. [2, 3]. Consistently, about 10% of the annual production of polymers is dedicated to produce foams, highlighting both technological and market
importance of these materials. As shown in Figure 1, cellular foams have also
attracted a still increasing attention of the researchers over the past 50 year or so,
totaling over 6300 papers. Equally increasing interest is manifested by industrial
researcher, and in line with the technological importance of these materials, the
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Figure 1.
Results of Scopus search using combination of the indicated keywords. Totals of documents/patens published in
1970–2019 period are also reported (search conducted in December 2019, the lines are used only as eye-guide).
Figure adapted from [15].

ratio of published patents/patent applications to the published documents is about
25. It is important to evidence that when the term “acoustic” is added to the
previous search, the total drops by about 90%, and most importantly, the above
quoted ratio increases up to 87, despite the fact that cellular foams, particularly
those with open cells, are widely employed as acoustic insulators [4]. Clearly,
despite the technological and market importance of these materials as acoustic
insulators, the acoustic aspects and performances of these materials have sparingly
been addressed in the scientific literature.
Among the cellular foam materials, polyurethane foams are widely employed,
especially in the building sector [5], due to their quite low thermal conductivity
(0.022–0.028 W/(m K)), which makes them one of the materials of choice in the
applications that require effective and lightweight insulation. In the recent years,
circular economy has become a priority in EU countries. Consistently, recycling of
waste into industrial products has become an important issue [6]. As far as foam
materials are concerned, whereas elastomers or similar waste residues could be
effectively recycled in a polyurethane foaming process or even bio-based binders
to form efficient acoustics absorbers [7, 8], reutilization of glass and ceramic
waste generally employs high-energy-demanding production process [9–11], often
leading to foam materials to be employed as insulators. An important class of
materials, difficult to be recycled, is represented by composites such as fiberreinforced thermoset polymers, used in a wide range of industrial application,
from automotive to industrial, transportation and naval sectors, etc. [12, 13].
Due to landfill restrictions, thermal (energetic recovery, recovery of fibers/
chemicals), mechanical (filler materials), and chemical (solvolysis) routes are
underdevelopment, yet their industrial applications still represent a burden,
both economic and technical [13]. Recently, we have developed a novel process
to recover glass and fiberglass waste via low-temperature foaming process
using natural alginate-based foaming agent as a novel route leading to
sustainable insulating materials, with interesting acoustic absorption properties
[14, 15]. An interesting aspect of this research was linked to the applicability and
the limitation of literature acoustic models when used to describe the behavior
to this novel cellular type of materials. Specifically, the focus is made on the
2
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interconnection between the material properties as obtained from the microstructural characterization and the parameters of Johnson-Champoux-Allard (JCA)
acoustic model (tortuosity, viscous characteristic length, thermal characteristic
length, porosity, and flow resistivity) [16, 17].

2. Cellular foams: modeling of thermal properties
Due to their intensive use as insulating materials, thermal properties of cellular
foams have been investigated quite intensively [18], and a number of models was
reported, first of these date back to the 1930s of the last century [19]. Here we
summarize only some of the models adopted.
Placido et al. [19] developed a predictive model which considers that heat transfer takes place by both conductions through solid skeleton and included gas and by
radiation across the whole layer. The radiation is attenuated by material microstructures, via scattering and absorption phenomena. As for the contribution of the
free convection the heat transfer, it is generally considered negligible due to the
very small pore size so that the Raleigh number is much less than the critical value
[20, 21].
The one-dimensional thermal conduction occurring in a continuum layer is
regulated by the Fourier law:
qc ¼

λ

dT
dx

(1)

where qc is the flux of the thermal conduction (W/m2), λ is the thermal
conductivity (W/(m K)), T is the temperature (K), and x is the thickness (m).
The thermal conductivity in foams results as the sum of bulk thermal conductivity
and gas one (λg Þ. The radiated effect can be modeled by a diffusive equation as
follows:
qr ¼

λr

dT
dx

(2)

where qr is the flux of the thermal radiation (W/m2) and λr is the radiative
conductivity (W/(m K)) as follows:
λr ¼ 16 σBolz

T 3m
3 Kr

(3)

where σBolz is the constant of Stefan-Boltzmann, Tm is mean temperature, and Kr
is the Rosseland coefficient.
As per the conservation law, the final heat flux and the final conductivity will be
qtot ¼ qc þ qr

(4)

λtot ¼ λ þ λg þ λr

(5)

For the radiative part, Cunsolo et al. [22] analyzed several analytical methodologies, concluding that those procedures provide results that are less reliable than
numerical ones. This difference is basically caused by porosity modeling, while cell
size distribution may not affect final outcomes.
Mendes et al. [23] predict the effective thermal conductivity by means of finite
volume methods, taking into account both regular cells and real ones.
3
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Klett et al. [24] demonstrated the paramount effect of rigid skeleton compared
to included gas.
Öchsner et al. [18] provided a very comprehensive analysis of thermal property
simulation and prediction of porous media, highlighting the difference in
approaches both from analytical and numerical point of view. Furthermore, they
explain how there are three main theoretical approaches:
i. Field approach, where the Laplace equation is solved taking into
consideration the microstructure of the system and the influence of the
structural elements in the linear propagation of the flux
ii. Resistor approach, where the bulk and gaseous phases are considered like
parallel parts which are assumed to be thermal resistors to flux propagation
iii. Phase averaging, where the effective thermal conductivity is obtained by
averaging the constituting phases
Many models were built on cells micro–macro structures like Pande et al. [25]
focusing on the heat flow propagation direction [26] or on cell distribution [27].
The Monte Carlo approach is used several time in order to compute temperature
profiles where there are randomly shaped borders with varying boundary
conditions [28].
Yüksel [29] presented a comprehensive review of measurement methods for
the determination of thermal conductivity of materials highlighting how for
porous ones only heat flow meter and guarded hot plate are useful to this aim.

3. Cellular foams: modeling of acoustic properties
As indicated above, the acoustic behavior of cellular foams, which is the focus
of this work, received less attention compared to thermal applications. The acoustic
efficiency of the foams can be easily understood when the principles of sound
absorption are considered [30, 31]. The incident sound energy (Ei ) interacts whit
the material according to Eq. (6) where Er , Ea , and Et represent, respectively,
energy that is reflected, absorbed, and transmitted:
Ei ¼ Er þ Ea þ Et

(6)

Clearly, as illustrated in Figure 2, in in order to minimize transmitted energy,
both absorption and reflection must be maximized for our material.
Sound absorption occurs in porous materials essentially via three mechanisms,
i.e., (i) interaction of air molecules which vibrate and interact with the pore walls;
(ii) air compression and expansion in the pores induced by the entering sound
wave, resulting in sound energy transformation into heat; and (iii) vibration and
resonance of pore walls [16, 32, 33]. Clearly, all the three mechanisms involve the
air located within the pores and its motion that lead to transformation and
dissipation of the original sound energy.
From a material point of view, sound absorption coefficient (α) is used to
quantify the efficiency of the porous sound absorption materials, which can be
measured by impedance tube or reverberation chamber by considering its
definition in terms of energy:
α¼1
4

Er þ Et Ea
¼
Ei
Ei

(7)
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Figure 2.
Scheme of sound energy interaction with a sold: energy conservation [32].

Sound absorption coefficient can be calculated if the surface impedance (Zs) is
known according to Eq. (8):
α¼1



Z s ρ0 c0 2


Z þ ρ c 
s
0 0

(8)

where the term ρ0c0, respectively, density and speed of sound, represents the
impedance of the air.
The aspects of energy dissipation are associated mainly with viscoelastic phenomena that occur within the rigid material and in the interface between it and the
fluid in motion. For this reason, the material can be considered biphasic and can be
effectively modeled with the Biot theory [34–36]. Therefore, foams can be defined
by an equivalent fluid that features an equivalent density and equivalent bulk
modulus according to the following equation:
Δp þ ω

2

ρ
eq
K
eq

p¼0

(9)


where ρ
eq and K eq are the equivalent density and the equivalent bulk compressibility modulus and p corresponds to the acoustic pressure (the tilde symbol ()
specifies that the associated variable is a complex value and related to the frequency). To assess the Biot model with respect to the investigated material, knowledge of macroscopic parameters such as porosity, flow resistance, etc. is necessary.
Thus, the knowledge of these parameters allows acoustic behavior to be modeled.
These models may use parameters that are based on the definitions from the theory
or experimental measurements [37]. Several techniques are, in fact, used to determine the experimental macroscopic parameters, as discussed in Ref. [37]; however,
these measurements are not trivial and often time-consuming.
Consequently, a large number of impedance predictive models for obtaining the
sound absorption coefficient have been published [16, 30, 38–40], which can be
grossly divided into two groups: empirical and theoretical. The empirical methods
were initially developed by applying regression methods to large sets of experimental measurements which clearly links them to the specific material considered
[39]. Theoretical methods are based on the physics of the sound propagation in the
materials (phenomenological methods) and, desirably, include relationships
between microstructure and macroscopic properties [41, 42]. This, in fact, has been
the case for polyurethane foams, which, however, typically present a regular and
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well-defined structure, as exemplified in Figure 3. For such materials, the tetrakaidecahedra unit cells, Kelvin cell, which represents packing of equal-sized objects
together to fill space with minimal surface area, can effectively be applied to
describe the foam microstructure [41, 43, 44]. This bottom-up approach therefore
seems limited to specific materials with a very precise and defined morphology
of the cells.
Thus, a general approach typically employs a semi-phenomenological model.
For the frequency domain, Johnson et al. [45] proposed a model with arbitrary
cell shape of the porous material, while Champoux and Allard [46] derived a model
that includes the thermal effects inside the porous medium.
At present, the Johnson-Champoux-Allard model appears as the most effective
and reliable model to predict frequency behavior throughout the audible range [39].
This model depends on the following parameters:
• Flow resistivity σ (N s m

4

)

• Porosity ϕ (–)
• Tortuosity α∞ (–)
• Viscous characteristic length Λ (μm)
• Thermal characteristic length Λ’ (μm)
The JCA model has been further modified by researchers with the aim of
improving some aspects: Pannetton [47] considered aspects related to the limp
frame, and further modification was incorporated in the Kino’s models [48]. To our
knowledge, successful application of these models is essentially limited to “simple”
foams, such as polyurethane ones, as above quoted.
Foams consist mainly of air interrupted by a very thin solid matrix that
constitutes the air cells, which leads to broadband sound absorption properties.

Figure 3.
SEM pictures of two samples of polyurethane (PU) foam and the relationship with the derived model
tetrakaidecahedron unit cell (Kelvin cell) of the PU structure (adapted from [44]). Notice the continuity of the
cell microstructure across the figure that includes two samples.
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Composite-made foams as those here investigated present a complex structure
where the alginate matrix is loaded with the glass-containing powder and thus
represents a new class of sustainable materials. Given their composite microstructure, it is of strong interest to assess whether traditional numerical acoustic procedures can be effectively used for describing and forecasting their properties.
3.1 Acoustic numerical simulation procedure
In the following paragraphs, the acoustic procedures employed in the present
chapter are described. The use of the chosen analytical models is justified by the fact
that there are the most used and simple predicting equations found in literature.
Thus, an attempt to understand if they could work also with complex foams is
important. For detailed description of the experimental details, we refer the reader
to our recent publication [15]. The results of this procedures performed on the
innovative cellular foams here employed are described in the next section.
3.1.1 Acoustic model parameters
From an analytical point of view, the JCA model parameter, i.e., flow resistivity
(σ), porosity (ϕÞ, tortuosity (α∞ ), and characteristic lengths (Λ, Λ’), can be determined using Eqs (10)–(14) [49]. These equations are derived by considering some
general assumptions such as periodicity of the microstructures, interconnected pore
structures, and small Knudsen number values (ratio of the gas molecular size to a
characteristic pore size):
ϕ¼1
α∞ ¼ 2
Λ ¼ r0

ρm
ρb

(10)

ϕ

(11)

ϕð2
2ð1

Λ’ ¼ r0

ϕÞ
ϕÞ
ϕ

1

ϕ

(12)
(13)

where ρm is the overall density of the sample and ρb is the bulk material
composing the open cell.
For air flow resistivity, the most used model is Tarnow’s one [50]:
σ¼

4πη
b ð 0:64 ln ðdÞ 0:737 þ dÞ
2

(14)

where η is the air viscosity, b is the square root of area per fiber, and d is the
volume concentration of cylinders.
The acoustic model parameters were calculated form Eqs. (10)–(14) using
experimental data (SEM measurements, etc.) and then employed as input values for
the transfer matrix method (TMM) [51] calculation of the acoustic absorption
coefficient.
3.1.2 Acoustic indirect method
As discussed above, the measurement of the above quoted fluid-phase parameters may be difficult to be obtained and time-consuming. The inverse identification
7
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Figure 4.
Optimization TMM functional scheme.

methods fit the acoustical experimental data obtained in a standing wave tube to,
i.e., acoustic absorption coefficient as a function of frequency, to calculate the
fluid-phase parameters.
Accordingly, the five parameters related to the fluid phase were determined by
applying an inversion procedure algorithm described in [52, 53] to experimental
laboratory acoustic measurements.
The fitting of the experimental data is based on a nonlinear best-fit approach
implemented in the ICT_MAA software (http://www.materiacustica.it/mat_
Software_ICT.html).
3.1.3 Acoustic TMM numerical simulation
TMM was used to implement a Johnson-Champoux-Allard model. The general
scheme of the TM method is depicted in Figure 4 where the matrix approach allows
introduction of dedicated models according the needed and contemporarily solved.
Eq. (15) reports the general analytical expression for TMM which is normally
considered as a two-dimensional problem which considers the impact of a flat
acoustic wave on the surface of a structure consistent of two or more layers:
VðS1 Þ ¼ ½T VðS2 Þ

(15)

The vector V(S1) contains the variables that define the acoustic indicators
(pressure, stresses, velocity, etc.) applied to the surface S1, whereas the vector V
(S2) contains the same variables for the surface S2. The matrix T is a function of the
physical and mechanical parameters associated with each specific layer.
Accordingly, the transfer matrix [T] models the transmission of sound waves
through the layered structure. The dimension of the matrix is a function of the type
of the layer, i.e., solid, fluid, poroelastic, or viscoelastic.
Assuming hard-wall boundary condition, i.e., the layered structure being
immersed in a semi-infinite fluid on both sides, the complex reflection coefficient
can be defined as follows:
R¼

8

Z s cos θ Z 0
Z s cos θ þ Z 0

(16)
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where Z0 = ρ0c0 represents the characteristic impedance of the fluid calculated
my multiplying the density ρ0 and speed of sound c0. θ is the incidence angle
assumed to be equal to zero, for sound-absorbing coefficient measured at normal
incidence. Zs is the surface impedance of a layer of the package considered
calculated as follows:
zs ¼
and

det½D1 

det D2

αðθÞ ¼ 1

 2
R 

(17)

(18)

D1 and D2 matrices are obtained from a complete matrix D (combination of
transfer matrix of each layer, coupling matrices, and proper boundary conditions)
and αðθÞ the sound-absorbing coefficient calculated for any θ angle.

4. Cellular foam from recycled waste: synthesis, microstructure
and material properties
Generally speaking, cellular foams being porous materials find a large variety of
applications, irrespectively of their nature, wherever a lightweight porous material
is needed [3], applications as thermal and acoustic insulators being perhaps those
most important [54]. Ceramic or glass foam synthesis is traditionally carried out by
three routes: (i) replica technique, (ii) use of sacrificial template, and (iii) use of
direct foaming agents [2, 55]. There is a common strategy for the first two routes of
preparing a precursor of the porous structures at a low temperature. This can be
achieved either by impregnation of a “spongelike” material or by using sacrificial
particles incorporated in the precursor network. In a subsequent heating step, the
sacrificial material is removed, leaving the porous cellular microstructure. In principle this allows to design a specific porous network in the low-temperature synthesis step, which then creates a specific skeleton leading to the porous network
during the calcination step. Accordingly, porous structures, ranging from microporous and/or mesoporous to macroporous, could be synthesized [56]. Concerning the
third route, the foaming agent is added to the starting mixture. Upon calcination,
this agent decomposes generating gas bubbles in the melted material, thus creating
the porous structure upon cooling [2, 55]. Typical industrially employed foaming
agents are carbonates, particularly in the production of ceramic- and glass-based
foams [57].
As stated in the introduction section, there is an increasing attention to the
sustainability of material production, and effectively, acoustical sustainable materials, either natural or made from recycled materials, are quite often a valid alternative to traditional synthetic materials [58, 59]. However, the reutilization of glass
and ceramic waste generally employs high-energy-demanding production process
[9–11], which clearly impacts the sustainability of this route. Furthermore, the use
of sacrificial reagents for the synthesis as stated above, clearly contradicts the
principles of sustainable chemistry, whereas there is an increasing need for sustainability of both processes and products [60].
We have recently reported synthesis of open-cell foams based on room temperature co-gelling of alginates with glass waste as a viable and sustainable process for
production of glass-based cellular. Alginates biopolymers have been used mostly
9
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in biomedical applications [61, 62], but recently different applications have been
reported, e.g., fire retardants and insulation materials [63], membranes [64], and
fuel cell applications [65]. The synthesis of these materials generally implies formation of a gel structure as the “foaming” principle. The gen consists of a continuous
solid porous network with pores filled with a fluid, water in our case. Removal of
the liquid from the gel to achieve the porous solid causes a significant collapse of
pores due to liquid surface tension, particularly high in the case of water, leading to
the so-called xerogels where more than 80–90% of pores initially present collapse.
Accordingly, to conserve the gel porous structure, water removal must be carried
avoiding the liquid–gas interphase. Under supercritical conditions there is no interface between the liquid and gaseous phase; thus, during removal of the fluid, pore
collapse is prevented, obtaining high surface products called aerogels [66]. Similarly, sublimation does not imply liquid surface tension, and using freeze-drying
technique, the so-called cryogels are obtained [67]. Notably directional freezing was
used for the synthesis of cryogels [68, 69], and even alginate gels could be prepared
with either isotropic or anisotropic pore structure according to the freeze-drying
conditions [70].
Since our interest was focused on eco-efficient glass/fiberglass recycling methodologies [14, 71], the use of alginates, i.e., a natural product, represents a route to
improve the greenness of the process. We showed that alginates effectively incorporate recycled glass powders in the gelation step. When these materials are
subjected to freeze-drying, open-cell foam structures are formed. Since we were
interested in the influence of the coarse foam structure on the acoustic properties,
we do not add other bonding agents such as aggregators and plasticizers [72–75],
which could confer either flexibility of rigidity to our composite materials. However, we can anticipate that even if the specimens are flexible [76], we do not find
significant variation of sound absorption properties in the range of frequencies here
investigated. Last but not least, even if freeze drying is considered an energydemanding unit operation, the comparison of the gelation process with the hightemperature industrial foaming processes showed this process being competitive,
less energy-demanding, and cost-effective.
Three samples A, B, and C were prepared containing, respectively, 10 and 20%
w/v of glass powders and 20% w/v of fiberglass (see Refs. [14, 71] for details of the
syntheses). Recycling fiberglass is difficult and costly being a thermoset composite
[13, 77]. In contrast when added in the gel synthesis, they contribute in the creation
of the pore structure, leading to a possible, environmentally friendly, recycle route.
Figure 5 shows the microstructure of the samples: macroporous open-cell morphology is observed for all the samples, confirming the efficiency of the proposed
methodology for preparing cellular foams. As shown in Figure 5(a1, b1, and c1),
taken at higher magnifications, both glass and fiberglass are well dispersed and
engulfed within the cell walls made of the alginate polymer.
A perusal of Figure 5(a–c) reveals a net change of the shape and alignment of
the pores upon varying the nature of the glass-containing materials and its amount
(compare also Table 2). Samples A and B feature mostly cells of a quadratic/
rectangular form. When the amount of glass powder is increased from 10 to
20% w/v, the orientation of the cells is favored and their dimensions increase. Using
fiberglass (sample C), unoriented cells are formed with larger pores compared to
sample B. Table 1 summarizes both the microstructure and mechanical properties
of the samples, including the reference rock wool.
Particle size distribution (PSD) curves were measured on the starting glass and
fiberglass powders reported in Ref. [15] which provide some insight into this change
of microstructure. The glass powder consists of smaller particles compared to
fiberglass: the PSD peaks at ca. 8 μm which increases to ca. 128 μm for the fiberglass.
10
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Figure 5.
SEM micrographs: (a) sample A 50, (a1) details of sample A 50, evidencing some of the glass powder
inclusions; (b) sample B 50, (b1) details of sample B 2500 evidencing some of the glass powder inclusions;
(c) sample C 50, (c1) details of sample C 500 evidencing some of the fiberglass inclusions. Figure adapted
from [15].

Consistently, submillimeter fiber particles, indicated by arrows, are clearly detected
in the SEM micrographs reported in Figure 5(c). This change of powder morphology is even more important by considering the particle number (PN) distribution:
about 90% of the glass particles are smaller than 4 μm, whereas for an equal
percentage, the dimension increases to ca. 60 μm in the case of the fiberglass
powder.
11
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Sample

A

B

C

Pore medium area (mm )

0.011

0.019

0.074

Standard deviation (mm2)

0.011

0.009

0.033

29

38

75

Porosity

0.85

0.91

0.93

Density (kg/m3)

186

201

250

150

EC (MPa)

5.2

4.2

3.4

1.0

Standard deviation (MPa)

0.6

0.3

0.1

0.1

2

Radius mean value (μm)

Rock wool

Table adapted from [15].

Table 1.
Microstructure and properties of the alginate foams: average area and radius of the foam pores, density, and
compression modulus.

The process conditions strongly affect freeze-drying synthesis since directional
freezing of the ice particles can be easily achieved leading to novel morphologies
such as monoliths [69, 78]. This technique can be widely applied, and also alginatebased gels were produced in an anisotropic form [70]. Ordinary freezing conditions
were employed for the synthesis, which suggest that this effect should not be
operative in our case. It is well-known that during the crystallization of ice, both
solute and suspended particles/gels are segregated from the ice crystals. This may
generate an ice-templating effect where the morphology of the material is dictated
by the crystallized solvent [79]. A large number of small particles favors heterogeneous nucleation providing a large number of nucleation centers [80, 81]. The large
amount of small particles in the glass-containing samples A and B increase the ice
front velocity promoting formation of a columnar morphology [82], accounting for
the morphology detected by SEM. Sample C contains much less small particles, and
the rate of nucleation decreases compared to that of particle growth (ice crystallization). This generates an isotropic pattern of the open cells in sample C. The large
pore dimension is in line with the higher particle size of the fiberglass compared to
glass materials [79, 80].
Thus, the crystallization conditions and the particle distribution in the starting
waste material appear to represent factors capable of directing the microstructure
leading to distinct cell morphology and dimension. This is an important aspect as
the aim of the study is to find correlation between the microstructure and acoustic
properties of these materials.
The data reported in Table 1 show clear trends for the density and the compression modulus which can be correlated with the dimension of the open cells. For
a fixed volume, the higher the pore area, the lower the number of cells, which
means that the density increases in the sequence samples A, B and C and the
opposite occurs for the compression modulus. Data for a rock wool sample are also
included in Table 1, as a standard sample for the acoustic studies.

5. Cellular foam from recycled waste: acoustic studies
In this section the results of the acoustic performance and application of the
different procedures to model the acoustic performance of these novel materials are
discussed, first using the analytical procedure to calculate the model parameters and
then using the TMM approach.
12
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5.1 Analytical model and acoustic performance
Experimentally measured acoustic absorption coefficient for the samples A, B, and
C are reported in Figure 6. Samples A and B show comparable shape of the curves
where sample B features better global sound-absorbing properties compared to A: the
highest absorption coefficient observed for sample B is 0.998 at 2190 Hz. Sample C
features a maximum of absorption at about 2100 Hz followed by a slow decline, at
variance with samples A and B where a rapid decline is observed. Clearly, different
morphologies of sample C compared to A and B lead to different acoustic properties.
For comparison, a reference rock wool sample features a nearly linear increase of the
sound absorption coefficient with a maximum value of ca. 0.85 at 2900 Hz.
As highlighted above, the application of the analytical model by calculating the
JCA parameters using Eqs. (10)–(14) was one of the important aspects of this study.
The question is, are the widely employed state-of-the-art parameter formulations
applicable to a novel type of material?
To answer this question, we report, for the sake of conciseness, only the result
obtained for sample A, but equivalent results have been obtained for samples
B and C [15].
In the first instance, in order to model the sound absorption coefficient, the five
parameters were calculated according to Eqs. (10)–(14) using the measured densities and the dimensions of the cells evaluated from the SEM micrographs (Table 2).
As perusal of the data reported in Table 2 reveals a close similarity of the calculated
parameters notwithstanding the dissimilarity in their nature and morphology. This
demonstrates that the analytical model is not suitable for this kind of cellular foam
microstructure.
The frequency trends of the sound absorption coefficient, which were calculated
using these parameters as input for the TMM procedure, are shown in Figure 6.
The results (Figure 6) show that the analytical model procedure as implemented
using Eqs. (10)–(14) cannot be reliably applied to the complex foam structures, at
variance with the rock wool sample which is properly modeled. The observation is
in line with the above reported comments on the limits of the applicability of this
methodology to fibrous materials [48, 50].
The above presented microstructural data show that the morphology and
dimensions of the foam cells depend on the addition of the glass-containing powders. Since the powder is incorporated into the walls of the cells, increasing its
amount will result in an extension of the free path for the wave propagating within
the material itself. As a consequence, a modification of the tortuosity parameter is
expected. For this reason, we consider the tortuosity factor as calculated by
Eq. (11), developed for fibrous like materials, to inadequately describe this type of
novel material. Notice that a modification of the tortuosity parameter changes the
sound absorption leaving the thickness of the material unchanged.
Material

Flow
resistivity
(Eq. (14)) (σ)
((N s) m 4)

Porosity
(Eq. (10))
(ϕ) (–)

Tortuosity
(Eq. (11))
(α∞ ) (–)

Tortuosity
(Eq. (19))
(αmod,∞ )
(–)

Viscous
characteristic
length
(Eq. (12)) (Λ)
(μm)

Thermal
characteristic
length
(Eq. (13))
(Λ’) (μm)

A

24,428

0.92

1.07

2.89

31

57

Rock
wool

27,289

0.93

1.06

31

57

Table 2.
Analytical model results: flow resistivity, porosity (ϕÞ, tortuosity (α∞ ), tortuosity αmod,∞ , and characteristic
lengths (Λ, Λ’).
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Figure 6.
Sound absorption coefficient as a function of frequency: analytical model (calculated with TMM) vs
experimental values obtained for rock wool, samples A, B, and C and sample A using modified tortuosity
Eq. (19). Figure adapted from [15].

Eq. (19), which is obtained by modifying the formulation of Archie for the
tortuosity [83], is therefore proposed as a partial modification of Eq. (11). Eq. (19)
is able to provide a reliable fit, up to 2500 Hz, as shown in Figure 6, because this
model depends only on the open porosity:
αmod,∞ ¼

1
ϕ

12:72

(19)

The exponent of the open porosity in Eq. (19) is calculated by a curve-fitting
procedure of all measured results. The value of the tortuosity calculated using
Eq. (19) is included in Table 2 for material A. As shown in Figure 6 (modified
model), using the modified tortuosity parameter (αmod,∞ ) as input, the TMM simulation nicely fits the experimental data.
Accordingly, an important finding of this part of this study is the demonstration
of the necessity of adapting the analytical calculation of the parameters for the JCA
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model to the specific material analyzed. In this case the predictive value of the
tortuosity clearly appears strictly related to the nature of the sample. Accordingly,
the “traditional” analytical model will not be considered further.
5.2 Acoustic indirect method
As discussed in the preceding section, the modeling of the acoustic properties of
porous materials requires to determine physical parameters of the porous solid,
namely, airflow resistivity, open porosity, tortuosity, and viscous and thermal
characteristic lengths [84]. In the recent years, an inversion method can be applied
which consists in a best-fit procedure of the experimental acoustic data to provide
all these parameters as the output has become a popular methodology [52]. Such
an approach could successfully be applied to a number of different types of porous
materials [38]. This is exemplified in Figure 7 which reports the comparison
between the measured and calculated trends for a free inversion of the rock wool
sample.
The picture reported in Figure 7 clearly suggests the effectiveness of this
procedure since the modeled data visibly better fit the experimental data compared
to the analytical model reported in Figure 6. As discussed in Section 4, the final goal
of the modeling procedures is to acquire a predictive capacity and, most importantly, the capability to properly correlate the microstructure of the investigated
material with its sound-absorbing capacity [42]. This clearly would open new horizons for the material development by trying to develop correlations between the
synthesis conditions and material properties [44]. In this respect, it important to
recall that the inversion procedure involves a best fit of an experimental curve using
a number of parameters, 5 for the JCA model, which can increase up to 8, according
to the model considered [30, 85].
The inversion procedure algorithm was therefore applied to the experimental
acoustic measurements using three different approaches: in the first one, no
restriction has been applied to the inverse procedure. In the second one, restrictions
were applied to the values obtained from the modified analytical model. The limitations were applied in terms of upper and lower limits of the flow resistivity (σ)
within which the inverse procedure can fit. In the third one, the thermal characteristic length (Λ’) value was imposed based on the experimental data (pore radius in
Table 2) in the inverse procedure. The choice of these restrictions is motivated by

Figure 7.
Comparison of modeled and measured values for rock conditions and wool using parameters obtained from the
free inversion procedure. Figure adapted from [15].
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the fact that these parameters are those usually experimentally measured in,
respectively, acoustic and material science studies.
Figure 8 compares the experimental sound-absorbing coefficient and the complex impedance for the three materials with the calculated, ones using TMM, vs
frequency. A quite good agreement between the fitted and experimental curves is
found, unrestricted fitting giving the best result for sample A.

Figure 8.
Comparison of modeled and measured values for sample A using parameters obtained from the inversion
procedure, using free inversion, restricted analytical model values and imposing the measured Λ’ value:
absorbing coefficient vs frequency and complex impedance. Figure adapted from [15].
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Material

Flow
resistivity (σ)
((N s) m 4)

Porosity
(ϕ) (–)

Tortuosity
(α∞ ) (–)

Viscous
characteristic
length (Λ)
(μm)

Thermal
characteristic
length (Λ’)
(μm)

Standard
deviationa
(σ)

0.87

6.78

91

194

0.0142

53

53

0.0251

29

29

0.0323

I. Fitting with no restriction
A

17,744

II. Fitting using restricted method (based on analytical model)
A

59,676

0.81

4.34

III. Fitting using experimental pore dimension
A

59,181

0.82

2.88

Table adapted from [15].
Standard deviation of the calculated α from the experimental values assuming that the latter represent the average
value of three experiments in the range 200–3000 Hz.
a

Table 3.
Parameters obtained from inverse procedure using different fitting approaches.

To properly assess the goodness of fit, an attempt was performed using standard
deviation calculated as reported in Eq. (20):
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 XN
σ¼
ðx μÞ2
i¼1 i
N

(20)

The calculated values and standard deviation of the calculated α from the
experimental values assuming that the latter represent the average value, being an
average of three measurements in the range 200–3000 Hz, are reported in Table 3.
The values of the calculated deviation shows (i) minor effects of the restriction
on the parameters on the goodness of fit upon variation of the fitting procedure,
(ii) unrestricted fit is slightly better than those restricted, and (iii) samples A and B
are much better fitted than sample C (compare full data in Ref. [15]). As for the
latter aspect, this could be related to the irregular pore morphology sample C.
Accordingly, the fitting procedure, based on an idealized structure, fits better
regular structures compared to those irregular.

6. Comparison of the results
Let us now discuss the four sets of parameter derived by the above described
procedures (Tables 2 and 3), which were used to calculate the TMM-based forecast of
the sound adsorption capability and compared with the experimental data (Figure 8).
At first, we observe that by either restricting the inverse fitting procedure or
using the parameters calculated in the modified analytical model or imposing the
measured Λ’ value, the calculated TMM profile fits slightly worse the experimental
data compared to those obtained by the unrestricted inverse method.
However, it is important to consider that the derived ϕ, α, Λ and Λ’ parameters
should be properly related to the real microstructure of foam materials, which
should help to discriminate the proper fitting model among of the four considered.
For this purpose, Figure 9 compares the obtained acoustic parameters for the
four sets expressed in terms of relative percentages. For the scope of this paper, we
limit the analysis to sample A, being sufficient to provide relevant considerations
and insights. For a full comparison of the three samples, we refer the reader to our
original paper [15].
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Figure 9.
Comparison of modeled JCA values for sample A with modified analytical, the inversion techniques: values are
expressed as % of the maximum value observed for each material/parameter. Figure adapted from [15].

A perusal of Figure 9 immediately reveals that the “free fit” inverse method
computes significantly different values for the α∞, Λ and Λ’ parameters compared to
the other fits. Since the calculated values are unrelated to the physical nature of our
materials, this is a clear indication that the fit end with a local minimum which,
however, has no physical meaning [38, 52].
To be noticed is that the calculated tortuosity (α∞ ) shows good agreement for
both the modified analytical method and the inversion method with the fixed Λ’
parameter. Since Λ’ parameter is evaluated from experimental data, this observation
confirms the reliability of Eq. (19).
It is worth to remind that conventional materials such as lightweight, fibrous
materials (e.g., fiberglass and rock wool) and reticulated foams (e.g., polyurethane
and melamine open-cell foams) typically feature porosity and tortuosity very close
to unity. In contrast, our and other materials feature tortuosity factors well above
unity [38].
The modified analytical methods and fixed Λ’ value inverse procedure show a
good agreement for ϕ e α parameters, whereas no method accurately estimates the
value of the Λ’ parameter. Our data indicate that this parameter should be measured
experimentally using SEM or an equivalent technique to get a reliable result. This
observation highlights direct link between the parameters used in the material
science and those used in acoustics.
Both the analytical model and the free inverse fitting (Table 3) lead to a low
value of the σ parameter compared to the other methods. This however may be
explained by the fact that a sensitivity analysis [52] revealed that variation of this
parameter scarcely affected the goodness of fit.
The pore geometry is associated with viscous and thermal characteristic lengths
[45], the average size of the foam cells being correlated to the thermal characteristic
length (Λ’). As for the characteristic viscose length Λ, this parameter, albeit linked
to pore geometry, can hardly be derived from the microstructural characterization,
whereas its influence is important since narrowing the interconnections between
the foam cells, blocks the fluid movement and transition, resulting in improved
sound absorption characteristics. As for the similarity of the thermal and viscous
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characteristic length values, the complex foam cells of our materials feature a
parallelepiped interconnected geometry which appears consistent with the similarity of the two parameters.

7. Conclusions
A novel class of sustainable innovative acoustic insulation materials has been
described in the present paper. The use of a natural alginate-based gelling agent
allows efficient incorporation of waste glass and fiberglass powders. The analysis of
the microstructure indicates a strong sensitivity of the pore morphology, on particle
dimensions of the doping powder and its amount. The formation of oriented regular
cell patterns was attributed to the presence of a large amount of small particles that
favors heterogeneous nucleation of ice formation leading to mono-dimensional
freezing process. Consistently, using coarse particles produces at comparable doping powder loading an unoriented cellular sample morphology.
Five different forecasting methods including traditional analytical, a modified
analytical with a new proposed equation, and inverse procedures were employed to
determine the JCA parameters related to the sound-absorbing properties of foam
materials. TMM to assess the reliability of the different procedures in comparison to
the experimental performance.
The analytical modeling of the JCA parameters, namely, tortuosity, viscous
characteristic length, thermal characteristic length, porosity, and flow resistivity
showed some limitations of the applicability of the traditional equation, because
they are strongly related to fibrous materials rather than foams and a new equation
for the determination of the tortuosity was proposed and validated against experimental data using TMM calculation and inverse parameter determination.
The use of the inverse determination of the physical parameters allowed to
provide an insight between the materials’ properties and acoustic performance:
consistent with SEM microstructural analysis indicated comparable foam properties
for materials A and B, material C being somewhat different, a situation well consistent with the acoustic performance. As in fact, the sound-absorbing performance
depends on cell shape and dimension identified by the thermal lengths. Thus, using
the same foaming agent with different doping powders leads to different sound
absorption trends: volcano-shaped for materials A and B with glass powder and flat
for material C with fiberglass inclusions, as the decline of the sound absorption
being less important. The effects of cell orientation impact the acoustic properties as
the unoriented cell morphology leads to enhanced sound absorption capacity compared to the samples with more regular and oriented morphology.
An important warning arises from the present data which is the fact that
unrestricted fitting may lead to a reliable acoustic profile, corresponding to a local
minimum that, however, may not have a physical relationship with the materials
properties, e.g., pore morphology. As a matter of fact, the performed sensitivity
analysis indicated tortuosity as a factor that heavily affects the fit, which may easily
lead physically unreliable values for the other parameters.
Finally, it has been clearly shown that the “traditional” analytical model for
determination of JCA parameters cannot be a priori applied to these novel materials
due to their complex structure: modification of the calculation of the tortuosity was
necessary, and a new equation for the determination of the tortuosity is proposed
that has been assessed; the results of the inverse procedure, using the thermal
characteristic length derived from the SEM micrographs as imposed parameter, well
agree with the modified analytical model. The use of measured values of thermal
characteristic length in the inverse procedure is recommended in order to obtain
19
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physically reliable results related to the real microstructure. Thus, a direct link
between the materials science property and acoustics has been established.
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